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Lower Lorraine as regents of Germany in his absence, Otto
at the end of 980 commenced the journey to Italy from which
he was never to return. He first came to the old Lombard
capital of Pavia, and there was reconciled with his mother
Adelaide, who had been so much opposed to his Bavarian
policy that she had been living in retirement at the court of
her brother, Conrad of Burgundy. From Pavia he went to
Rome, and so far all was plain sailing. But he found Pandulf
dead and his territories divided among various usurpers. He
could not expel those who had seized control of the different
parts; he recovered his suzerainty, but only at the price of
recognising the intruders.
His defeat
by the
Moslems
(082)
This was a bad beginning for Otto, who expected the
Greeks also to accept his suzerainty and to join him in the
conquest of the Moslems. They despised him as a barbarian,
and were not impressed by his display of authority. So he
wasted time and strength in trying to force them to submis-
sion, the only result of which was the capture of Taranto in
982. Then the arrival of the Moslems in force engaged his
whole attention. Allied with the Greeks he would probably
have been successful, for they could have supplied the
military science in which he was so lamentably deficient, as
he had already shown in his French campaign. As it was,
he trusted to the weight of his cavalry, which was indeed
effective at the first onset; but as he had neglected to discover
the enemy's dispositions, he was overwhelmed by a simultane-
ous attack on both flanks which involved his army in complete
disaster. Otto himself, after hairbreadth escapes from
capture first by the Moslems and then by the Greeks, managed
to draw off the remnant of his troops to the north, but he had
lost the best part of them, and his most important lieutenant,
duke Otto of Suabia and Bavaria, died during the retreat.
That his Italian kingdom remained secure was due to the
loyalty of the marquises and bishops to the imperial authority
—a testimony to the constructive work of his father.
His plan of
a second
expedition
Whatever his defects as a general, Otto was certainly not
lacking in courage and determination. He set to work at
frustrated by once to prepare an expedition for the following year.   At a
his death     fa& at Verona, at which he arranged for the raising of troops,
he also obtained the election of Otto III as king and settled
the succession to the duchies of Suabia and Bavaria left

